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NOTES TO CHAPTER 5

knowledge, no one seems to have asked Einstein directly whether
he knew of Poincaré’s work. Given Einstein’s authority, this would
have seemed insulting. But let us recall Einstein’s remarks on
authority.
68. Einstein’s denial that he had read the paper at that time could have
been just as much a case of selective recall, as his remarks on the
Michelson–Morley experiment, or on working for the military.
69. Editorial in The Times of India, 12 August 1993, on the book by
Highfield and Carter.
70. A personal account. My prejudices in the matter are as follows. As
an undergraduate, I was thrilled to stumble upon Einstein’s paper
(on Brownian motion) while browsing through old tomes in my
college library, though only the formula for Avogadro’s number
made a little sense to me. My first scientific paper was presented
at a symposium to celebrate Einstein’s centenary. The praise that
I heard there convinced me that Einstein was a super-genius. I
appropriated a photograph of Einstein from a notice board of the
Physics Department of the Indian Institute of Technology in Delhi,
and hung it above my table as a source of inspiration. As a scientist
I was unconcerned with history. But in 1989 I started writing a
series of articles for the journal Physics Education. I wanted to
explain that the text-book version of the discovery of relativity
theory was wrong, and that Einstein had arrived at it by analysing
the notion of time. I read Whittaker’s book for the history of the
Michelson–Morley experiment, and was struck by the lucidity of
the book. I relied heavily on this book to draft the third article in
this series. (At this time, I did not doubt that Einstein had carried
out the analysis about time. That Einstein reportedly came up with
a relatively low [for a super-genius] IQ of 135 was an argument I
used against IQ tests.)
To make the article more interesting for students, I wanted to
put in some biographical details. I picked up Pais’ book. I was
horrified by his description of Whittaker, whose book I had just
read. As a mathematician I was aware of Poincaré, and I found
Pais’s description of Poincaré a little offensive, though I believed
him at this point.
Fortunately, I found Poincaré’s two volumes in the library, and
was fascinated by what I read. Poincaré had put, very much more
clearly and thoroughly, exactly the argument that I wanted to
present, the argument missing from the textbooks. What I had
thought to be implicit in Einstein was explicit in Poincaré. I
concluded that Pais was misrepresenting Poincaré. I was not absolutely sure of what had happened, but every time I looked at
Einstein’s photograph, the doubts assailed me. I could not bear to
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look anymore at the photograph which was now kept on a cupboard
adjacent to my table. I turned its face to the wall.
Five years later, I thought that I might have misjudged the
situation. I found Einstein’s photograph (I had shifted to a new
house), dusted it and hung it in a corner. Subsequently, I managed
to get Whittaker’s second volume. I read the naming objection
between the lines. After reading other literature, I found that
others had the same reading. Many have argued for Einstein in
ways that are not at all offensive, but I am beyond caring: I have
now permanently dismounted the photograph.
71. A naive but frequently asked question is this: why didn’t Poincaré
object? Several reasons can be offered. First, like Hilbert, Poincaré
simply remained unaware (until his death in 1912) that he would
be deprived of credit for his insights—for Poincaré then was
famous, Einstein was largely unknown. Second, for Poincaré, science
related more to the subtler aesthetics of nature than to social
recognition, which he already had. Third, Poincaré was generous
in giving credit to others; he understood that his work was based
on that of others; probably, under no circumstances would he have
brawled, like Newton with Leibniz over calculus, for credit that he
could hardly claim singlehanded.
72. We shall see that in the case of relativity, the wrong understanding
of the theory relates, as in Newton’s case, to the pressure of political
beliefs about time.

CHAPTER 6
1. Stephen Hawking, Black Holes and Baby Universes and Other Essays,
Bantam, London, 1994, p. 62.
2. Ever since Descartes introduced his aether (=sky), probably adapted from the corresponding concepts of akâsa (sky), in the NyâyaVaiíeìika system of Indian philosophy, physics has stuck to the
associated ideas of action by contact. In Indian traditions, this
notion of contact was long ago recognised as a linguistic matter, by,
for example, the tenth century philosopher Udyotkara, who, in his
arguments against Buddhism, refutes the argument that atoms
must have parts for they are capable of contact. This did not
happen in Western philosophy, with a lengthy debate on the above
argument from the time of Leibniz and Kant to the present debate
on Bell and non-locality. For a general outline of the debate see
the following. Mary Hesse, Forces and Fields: The Concept of Action at
a Distance in the History of Physics, Philosophical Library, New York,
1962; reprint Greenwood Press, Westport, 1970. C. K. Raju,
‘Time in Indian and Western Traditions, and Time in Physics’,

